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1 Wednesday, 10 July 2019 
Minutes FGB 12.6.19 Chair's amendments 

 

Full Governing Body Minutes meeting held:  12th June 2019 5pm – 6.30pm 

Governors:  Chair: Fr Francis Straw VC: Mark Norman HT: Nicola Slack Coralie Cherrett Deborah Fisher 

 Jonathan Deacon Jonathan Henderson Paddy Mahon Tony Luscombe Clerk: Mary Waterman 

 

17.19  Welcome and opening Prayer 

18.19  Apologies and Sanctioning and confirmation of quorum: Tony Luscombe 

19.19  Declarations of Interest – Declarations of Interest other than those previously declared. Governors must declare any conflicts and leave the meeting when the 
item is dealt with. Some items that are not obvious at the start of the meeting may become so as it progresses, governors must at this point declare an 
interest and if appropriate leave the meeting  

20.19  Committee reports i. Assets 
a. Approval of final budget for 2019/20 
b. Visit of Andrew Brent on school admission numbers 
c. Admissions policy not approved at last meeting and awaiting information from CAST 

ii. ECM 

21.19  Governing Body i. Discussion on governing body performance over year 
ii. Governor visits update 
iii. Term dates 
iv. Agree process for election of Chair and vice Chair for next meeting, within the Scheme of Delegation for St Mary’s 

School 
v. Review of governors term of office and forthcoming vacancies for 2019/20 
vi. Date for social as discussed in March. 10.19i with training attached. 

22.19  Ofsted Preparations i. New OFSTED framework 

23.19  Curriculum i. Review implementation of Catholic Ethos in School 

24.19  Policies approved since last FGB i. Drugs and incident management Policy 2019 
ii. Foundation Stage admissions Policy 2019/20 
iii. Foundation Stage payment Policy 2019/20 

25.19  Policies for approval i. Admissions 2020/21 (20.19ic) 

26.19  CAST Policies agreed i. Code of Conduct for Staff 2018 (no change) 

27.19  Minutes of meeting held: 16th March 2019 

28.19  Date of next meeting: 15th July 2019 

 
 
 
Minutes: 
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Minutes FGB 12.6.19 Chair's amendments 

 

 

17.19  Welcome and opening Prayer led by Fr Francis 

18.19  Apologies and Sanctioning and confirmation of quorum: Tony Luscombe - sanctioned, Mark Norman. 

19.19  Declarations of Interest – Declarations of Interest other than those previously declared. Governors must declare any conflicts and leave the meeting when the 
item is dealt with. Some items that are not obvious at the start of the meeting may become so as it progresses, governors must at this point declare an 
interest and if appropriate leave the meeting  

20.19  Committee 
reports 

i. Assets: 
a. The final budget for 2019/20 was accepted by the LGB, this has been submitted to CAST. CAST request that schools make 1% surplus 

each year but this is not sustainable. It is hoped that the funding formula will change to support Devon schools. 
b. Andrew Brent, Policy and Strategy Officer (Education), Devon CC on admissions attended the Assets meeting to advise the school on 

Admissions and how to increase our PAN in the future. This year we have had a waiting list for reception, some children who had 
attended the nursery for 18 months were not then offered a place in the main school. This is the first time this has happened. The 
school would like to change the subscription criteria to include children from our nursery class as a priority. Andrew Brent informed 
the committee that this criteria can be added, but cannot exclude local children because they have not attended our nursery class, 
there will be a consultation and if approved by CAST will be implemented in September 2020. We also would like to increase our Pan 
from 15 to 20 children for all classes but on a rolling programme starting with reception. A plan was submitted to CAST with 
information on how this would be implemented within the school keeping classes of no more than 30 children. The changes we wish 
to make must be fair and lawful, Andrew will help the school with this transition.  

c. Admissions policy not approved at last meeting. This policy which has been approved by CAST is, according the Andrew Brent, not 
legal and needs to be addressed for all schools. The faith question is not specific enough in what faith it is talking about, and what 
evidence is needed for proof of faith.  

d. The committee also talked about Pupil Premium funding, sports funding and how this money is used in school. The school role is 106 
at present but forecast 97 for September. Premises and safeguarding were discussed as were policies. 

ii. ECM: the committee discussed 
a. Leadership reports on art and design technology were discussed. This provides evidence for Ofsted and the new framework 
b. Expertise within the staff as a small school covering all subjects.  
c. Attendance and the issues the school has.  
d. Case study updates and the range of interventions in place for individual children, how the outcomes are measured, changes made if 

the intervention is not working well. Tracking quality of education in school has been covered well by the committee over the year. 

21.19  Governing 
Body 

i. The measurable part of the discussion is the attendance of our governors at meetings, the fact that we have a full complement of 
governors and their commitment to the school. A breakdown of attendance percentage is provided for CAST each year and posted on our 
own WEB site. CAST are considering ‘Cluster’ Governors, as the schools in CAST are now working together, we work with St Joseph’s, 
Newton Abbot, St John the Baptist, Dartmouth and Our Lady and St Patrick, Teignmouth. As a cluster a LGB for the cluster would work 
strategically looking at what the schools are working on together, this would be in addition to our own LGB. Our Governors feel it is very 
unlikely that they will have the time to be involved in other schools as well as St. Mary’s; they are also sceptical about the virtue of doing 
this, since local knowledge is paramount in the effectiveness of school governance. 
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ii. Governor visits update, reports not always being submitted following the visits, these are necessary for the evidence at Ofsted visits.  
iii. Six principles of the Effective governing body and how we rate ourselves.  

 Strategic leadership 

 Accountability 

 Being an effective team 

 Having clear roles and responsibilities 

 Making sure the school complies with statutory and contractual requirements 

 Evaluation, self-review and mapping our own effectiveness  
These are the key competencies in the ‘Competency framework for Governance’. Although this is targeted at larger schools, we can 
reflect on, as a governing body, do we do hold Nicola to account effectively in these areas?  The only area not reflected enough is in 
evaluating our own effectiveness, how much have we had a positive impact on the school following all the LGB and committee 
meetings? Does the HT feel that some of the governor questions have been helpful, or have they been a nuisance in a very busy life? 
The question of how does the HT feel about the governing body and are they holding the HT to account? Please all reflect on this and 
feed-back to Fr Francis, are we asking the incisive questions. The governor visits are areas of responsibility linked to the school 
improvement plan, everybody is clear on what should be looked at each year. If there are governors who find the documentation of 
their visit difficult and time constraints, they should be able to ask for a minute taker to be present? The plan is the governor knows 
what they want to talk about at the visit, they talk to the head and then write it up for evidence that the meeting has taken place, for 
those who for whatever reason find this difficult another way needs to be found to complete the evidence. Other considerations are 
we: 

 committed, do we give time and energy 

 confident and of independent mind 

 curious and challenging 

 collaborative, critical and creative. 
Each answer is difficult as a yes or no. A healthy attitude is to accept that you can always be better. For a new governor it is difficult to set 
questions at the correct level, and not be a nuisance. The functions of the governing body changes over time due to the circumstances in 
school during that period and the HT and staff in the school. It is important that the governors do not get in the way of the day to day 
running, and to be of some use to the HT. The NGA questions include, does the Chair carry out an annual review of the governor’s 
contribution to the board performance and do the governors do a 360º review of the Chair?  
All governor visits now booked for the last period of the school year. 

iv. Term dates provided by DCC to be consistent with other local schools, the first Monday after each half term is reserved for CAST 
meetings and two days flexibility for other non-pupil days set by school. May bank holiday 2020 is changed to be VE day. 

v. Agree process for election of Chair and vice Chair agreed that an election to take place in July, the Superior of the Abbey is an ex officio 
governor, but is not ex-officio Chair and if anyone wishes to put their name forward as chair please inform the clerk, this post is for one 
year. 
The Babcock training recommended that the Parish Priest is not necessarily the Chair, some Parishes do not have a Priest on their 
Governing body. Staff Governor Coralie Cherrett has agreed to continue as Staff Governor. 
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vi. Discussion held on training and social to be held on Monday 15th July following the LGB meeting at 4pm.  Training to be led by facilitator, 
possibly a short vision and long range thinking and what would the school look like in 3 years-time 
session. Psychometric testing discussed, on a small scale. Fr. Francis said governors could not be 
required to submit themselves to such tests.  Trainers from Babcock are a suggestion JH to enquire.  

22.19  Ofsted 
Preparations 

i. New OFSTED framework, documents. Training for HT completed and working with other HTs within CAST. Subject leaders also involved at 
next level to complete the School Improvement Plan encompassing the new framework. Power Point (The Key) explaining the new Ofsted 
Framework. Includes: 

 Quality of education judgement, looking at more than teaching and learning but also all subject areas 

 Personal development and behaviour and attitude now separated 

 Short inspection of good schools over two days, but because we are a small school would be one day 

 Not to rely on DATA as much, but the school must continue to work with DATA and what your next steps are as a school from this 
information 

 Key words: 
 Intent: why have you got the curriculum you have in school 
 Implementation: how you are delivering it 
 Impact, can the school show that what the children are learning across all subject areas. 

In our cluster group we will do a lot of work on this, focusing on two or three subjects this year. New framework to start September 2020 
Ofsted will also look into how the work gives the children disciplinary knowledge in all areas. Instead of looking at just topics, looking at how 

the children have the opportunity to learn as geographers, historians etc.  

23.19  Curriculum i. Catholic Ethos in School. Annual Self-Evaluation of the Local Governing Board, RE and Catholic Life of a Plymouth CAST School completed 
by Fr Francis and Nicola Slack during governor visit. The updated document will be uploaded to the WEB site. Termly Mass and liturgy 
was discussed as far as governor participation they should be invited. The items in the right hand column will be turned into an action 
plan for the school.   

24.19  Policies 
approved 
since last FGB 

i. Drugs and incident management Policy 2019 
ii. Foundation Stage admissions Policy 2019/20 
iii. Foundation Stage payment Policy 2019/20 

25.19  Policies for approval Admissions 2020/21 (20.19ic) 

26.19  CAST Policies agree Code of Conduct for Staff 2018 (no change) 

27.19  Minutes of meeting held: 16th March 2019. Signed as a true and accurate account of meeting held. 

28.19  Date of next meeting: 15th July 2019 

 
  
   

Jonathan Henderson/Fr Francis 


